M A D E I N I TA LY

Rasp for solid tyres

Designed to reduce super-elastic tyres and cushions to frayed material and dust of various size. Electric
power 49.5 kW - Production capacity 140 -600 Kg/h - min workable Ø 250 mm - max workable Ø 1200 mm.
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Scrap truck tyres buffing machine
Buffing machine for undamaged or drilled/cut truck tyres ( which are therefore not inflatable ) dedicated to
the production of mulch, lint and dust.
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HERCULES 45

HERCULES 90

Double bead remover 18” - 24.5”

EM bead remover 18” - 51”

The tyre bead removal allows to obtain a clean product in addition to a longer duration of the blades on the
subsequent machines in a recycling production line. Hercules 45 is particularly productive since it is able to
extract the bead of both sides in a single processing step.
Power 22 kW - Maximum traction 45 tons - Max. production capacity 35 tyres/H - Weight 3.2 tons.

For processing of larger tyres, Hercules 90 is designed for bead
removal of earth moving tyres up to 51 inches. It can be used for
both radial and textile tyres.
Power 44 kW - Maximum traction 90 tons - Weight 8.2 tons.

wolverine
OTR and solid tyres shear 18”- 51”

Hydraulic shears for the volume reduction of tyres in order to save money on their transportation and to
facilitate their processing into the shredders of usual granulating plants.

